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化的聚类成员集而 RS-NC 能取得较高的成员质量，我们提出的 RS-NN 方法则能
在两者中合理地协调，在取得优异差异性的同时获得显著的性能提高。另外，为






























































Cluster ensemble first generates a large library of different clustering solutions 
and then combines them into a more accurate consensus clustering. It is commonly 
accepted that for cluster ensemble to work well the member partitions should be 
different from each other, and meanwhile the quality of each partition should remain 
at an acceptable level. Many different strategies have been used to generate different 
base partitions for cluster ensemble. Similar to ensemble classification, many studies 
have been focusing on generating different partitions of the original dataset, i.e., 
clustering on different subsets(e.g., obtained using random sampling) or clustering in 
different feature spaces (e.g., obtained using random projection). However, little 
attention has been paid to the diversity and quality of the partitions generated using 
these two approaches. In this paper, we propose a novel cluster generation method 
based on random sampling, which uses the nearest neighbor method to fill the 
category information of the missing samples (abbreviated as RS-NN). We evaluate its 
performance in comparison with k-means ensemble, a typical random projection 
method (Random Feature Subset, abbreviated as FS), and another random sampling 
method (Random Sampling based on Nearest Centroid, abbreviated as RS-NC). 
Experimental results indicate that the FS method always generates more diverse 
partitions while RS-NC method generates high-quality partitions. Our proposed 
method, RS-NN, generates base partitions with a good balance between the quality 
and the diversity and achieves significant improvement over alternative methods. 
Furthermore, to introduce more diversity, we propose a dual random sampling method 
which combines RS-NN and FS methods. The proposed method can achieve higher 
diversity with good quality on most datasets. 
Clustering ensemble has emerged as an important tool for data analysis, by 
which a more robust and accurate consensus clustering can be generated. On forming 
the ensembles, empirical studies have suggested that better ensembles can be obtained 
by simultaneously considering the quality of the ensembles and the diversity among 













prior background knowledge. In this paper, we first provide a theoretical analysis on 
the effect of the diversity and quality of the ensemble members. We then propose a 
unified framework to solve constraint-based clustering ensemble se-lection problem, 
where some instance level must-link and cannot-link constraints are given as prior 
knowledge or background information. We formalize this problem as a combinatorial 
optimization problem in terms of the consistency under the constraints, the diversity 
among ensemble members, and the overall quality of ensembles. Our pro-posed 
framework brings together two distinct yet interrelated themes from clustering: 
ensemble clustering and semi-supervised clustering. We study four techniques for 
searching high-quality solutions. Experiments on benchmark datasets demonstrate the 
effectiveness of our framework. 
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